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Dr. U. Umamaheswara  Reddy's Success Story 

 

Unlocking Hidden Potential: A Tale of 
Sustainable Water Solutions  

In the heart of Nutankal area, nestled in the 
northern precincts of Hyderabad, lay a land of 
immense value but untapped potential - 13 acres 
owned by the venerable Dr. U. Umamaheswara 
Reddy. A distinguished figure with a legacy of 40 
years in the industry, Dr. Reddy faced a pressing 
challenge - the scarcity of water rendering his 
land seemingly barren and less lucrative. 

The Struggle: Despite valiant attempts with local bore well drilling methods and various geological 
investigations, Dr. Reddy's quest for water remained unfulfilled. Opportunistic offers for his land at 
cut-rate prices loomed, threatening to diminish his rightful value.  
 
A Beacon of Hope: Enter BlueEnergy Build Private Limited (BEBPL) - a beacon of hope and expertise in 
sustainable water solutions. With a rigorous investigation strategy, BEBPL embarked on a 
comprehensive journey to unlock the hidden aquifers beneath Dr. Reddy's land. 
 
The Solution Unveiled: Leveraging cutting-edge geophysical surveys - Gradient, VES, Multi-
Frequency, and Magnetic, coupled with Hydro-geological insights from existing bore wells, 
Hydrological assessments of rainfall and runoff patterns, and Topographical analysis through slope 
evaluations, bebpl unveiled a holistic understanding of the land's hydraulic dynamics. 
 
Triumph of Collaboration: Through meticulous assessments, bebpl recommended the drilling of 7 
bore wells at strategic locations, a testament to the synergy between expertise and on-ground reality. 
Dr. Reddy heeded the call, driving the fruition of this shared vision by drilling three bore wells - each 
yielding a bountiful supply of water exceeding 2 inches. 
 
The Turning Tide: Today, Dr. U. Umamaheswara Reddy's lands stand as a testament to perseverance 
and innovation, a thriving oasis amidst the arid expanse. His journey from water scarcity to abundance 
not only secures his legacy but also serves as a guiding light for others facing similar challenges. 
 
Join the Wave: Embrace sustainable water solutions, unlock hidden potential, and redefine value 
with us. Let's pave the way for a greener, more prosperous future together. 

Your journey to success starts here - where innovation meets sustainability, and dreams take root.  

Contact us for more information 
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